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Over the past several decades, many acoustic markers have been proposed to be sensitive to and
measure overall voice quality. This meta-analysis presents a retrospective appraisal of scientific
reports, which evaluated the relation between perceived overall voice quality and several
acoustic-phonetic correlates. Twenty-five studies met the inclusion criteria and were evaluated using
meta-analytic techniques. Correlation coefficients between perceptual judgments and acoustic
measures were computed. Where more than one correlation coefficient for a specific acoustic marker
was available, a weighted average correlation coefficient was calculated. This was the case in 36
acoustic measures on sustained vowels and in 3 measures on continuous speech. Acoustic measures
were ranked according to the strength of the correlation with perceptual voice quality ratings.
Acoustic markers with more than one correlation value available in literature and yielding a
homogeneous weighted r of 0.60 or above were considered to be superior. The meta-analysis
identified four measures that met these criteria in sustained vowels and three measures in continuous
speech. Although acoustic measures are routinely utilized in clinical voice examinations, the results
of this meta-analysis suggest that caution is warranted regarding the concurrent validity and thus the
clinical utility of many of these measures. © 2009 Acoustical Society of America.
#DOI: 10.1121/1.3224706$

PACS number!s": 43.70.Jt, 43.72.Ar #AL$ Pages: 2619–2634

I. INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of voice quality is considered an essential but
controversial part of the assessment process in the field of
voice pathology. In clinical as well as in research settings,
two main approaches exist to describe the perceived severity
of a voice disorder !Kreiman and Gerratt, 2000a". First, ge-
neric and/or global ratings such as “overall voice quality,”
also known as “G” !for “grade”", “severity of voice disor-
der,” “severity of dysphonia,” “overall abnormality,” and

“overall severity” have been used to capture a composite
perceptual judgment of the degree of the perceived dyspho-
nia. In contrast, other voice quality ratings pertain to single
and very specific perceptual dimensions, the best known of
which are roughness and breathiness. Recent evidence has
suggested that perceptual rating of overall voice quality and
other more specific perceptual dimensions is difficult, as
such judgments depend on the listener’s internal standard or
scale for voice quality dimensions, on his/her sensitivity for
this particular dimension, on fatigue, attention, exposure to
various disordered voices, and training in perceptual evalua-
tion of voice quality !Kreiman et al., 1993; Eadie and Baylor,
2006". Furthermore, other aspects of voice quality judg-
ments, such as type and range of the scale !Bele, 2005; Eadie
and Doyle, 2002", or the type of sample to be evaluated, such
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as sustained vowel versus continuous speech !Bele, 2005;
Zraick et al., 2005; Eadie and Baylor, 2006", can signifi-
cantly affect the perceptual evaluation of voice quality.

In spite of these listener-related and other potential bi-
ases, many researchers have tried to correlate the outcome of
acoustic-phonetic measures to vocal quality ratings and dys-
phonia severity. The replacement of analog recording sys-
tems with digital recording systems, the availability of auto-
mated analysis algorithms, and the non-invasiveness of
acoustic measures, combined with the fact that acoustic pa-
rameters provide easy quantification of dysphonia improve-
ment during the treatment process, have led to considerable
interest in clinical voice quality measurement using acoustic
analysis techniques.

In this regard, the correlation coefficient has emerged as
the most frequently used index to determine the extent of the
relationship or effect size between acoustic measures and
listener judgments of dysphonia severity. The correlation co-
efficient as a measure of effect size measures the strength
and direction of a linear relationship between two variables.
In the voice quality literature, perceived overall voice quality
is treated as the dependent variable with the objective acous-
tic measure treated as the independent variable. The degree
of the linear relationship between dependent and independent
variables !i.e., correlation" counts as an indication of validity,
or the extent to which the score of a measurement !i.e., the
acoustic parameter" can be regarded as a valid measure of the
dependent variable !i.e., the perceptual rating". Conse-
quently, the higher the absolute correlation coefficient, the
more the acoustic measure is said to reflect the perception of
overall voice quality, and vice versa. The correlation coeffi-
cient is thus an important and frequently used statistic in
voice quality research, especially to validate acoustic mea-
sures.

Although the correlation coefficient is a frequent metric
to assess the strength of the acoustic-perceptual relationship,
at least 60 possible acoustic determinants of overall voice
quality with varying predictive power have been identified in
literature over the past 4 decades. Buder !2000" proposed a
taxonomy of 15 signal processing-based categories to help
manage the wide array of acoustic measures. The large num-
bers of studies reviewed by Buder !2000" clearly differ sub-
stantially in the number of participants and the magnitude of
correlation with perceptual judgments of voice quality. Fur-
thermore, the signal processing strategies vary from classic
spectrography to sophisticated statistics on sound wave mi-
crostructure. Whereas some authors examined the predictive
power of resonance-based aspects, the majority of investiga-
tors focused on glottal rather than on supraglottal phenom-
ena, seeking correlates of overall voice quality in the distri-
bution of fundamental frequency, in waveform perturbations,
in various spectral parameters !including cepstral coefficients
and noise content of the glottal sound source", in glottal air
flow models obtained by inverse filtering, or in models based
on non-linear dynamics theory.

Although an impressive body of research exists, which
ostensibly assesses the utility of acoustic measurement to
quantify voice quality and dysphonia severity, procedural
differences in type and number of acoustic predictors, type of

recorded material, analysis equipment, and measurement
scales have made it almost impossible to qualitatively ap-
praise the merits of these studies, and precisely define a sub-
set of the most robust and sensitive acoustic measures. One
approach to this seemingly intractable problem is to apply
meta-analytic techniques. Meta-analysis refers to “the analy-
sis of analyses,” and is a statistical technique for amalgam-
ating, summarizing, and reviewing previous quantitative re-
search. Unlike traditional research methods, meta-analysis
uses the summary statistics from individual studies as the
data points for the purpose of integrating the findings. A key
assumption of this analysis approach is that each study pro-
vides a different estimate of the underlying relationship
within the population. By accumulating results across stud-
ies, one can gain a more accurate representation of the popu-
lation relationship than is provided by the individual study
estimators. In this way, meta-analyses permit confidence that
the reported results are based on more than one study that
found the same result !Frey et al., 1991; Lipsey and Wilson,
2001".

Meta-analysis reviews findings in terms of effect sizes.
Defining an effect size statistic that adequately represents the
quantitative findings of an assortment of research reports in a
standardized profile is essential to meta-analysis, as it per-
mits meaningful numerical comparison and analysis !Lipsey
and Wilson, 2001". The effect size provides information
about the magnitude of the relationships observed across all
studies and for subsets of studies. By treating individual cor-
relation coefficients as indicators of effect size, meta-analysis
can regroup study outcomes into homogeneous subsets and
establish population effect sizes. The population effect size,
i.e., the real relationship between an independent variable !a
specific acoustic measure" and the dependent variable !a
voice severity rating", is estimated by a “weighted” average
of all correlations available for a particular acoustic marker.
In addition to defining a weighted average of all effect sizes
!i.e., correlation coefficients" in a meta-analysis, it is also
important to know whether or not the various effect sizes all
estimate the same population effect size. This is a question of
homogeneity !or heterogeneity" of the effect size distribu-
tion, and a population effect size can only be interpreted
reliably if the underlying data set is sufficiently homoge-
neous !Hunter et al., 1982". When the variability of effect
sizes around their weighted mean is no larger than the dis-
persion expected from sampling error alone, the effect size
distribution is considered to be homogeneous. By compari-
son, in a heterogeneous distribution, individual effect sizes
differ from the weighted mean by more than the sampling
error !Lipsey and Wilson, 2001". Multiple correlation coeffi-
cients resulting in a homogeneous weighted mean correlation
are considered to confirm each other, thereby increasing the
generalizability of the findings.

Given the large body of research that relates acoustic
measures to voice quality ratings, meta-analysis techniques
can potentially reduce information overload, and distill this
large literature into a manageable and/or tractable set of con-
clusions. Therefore, the aim of this meta-analysis is twofold:
!1" to retrospectively appraise the acoustic-phonetic markers
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for overall voice quality !e.g., dysphonia severity" and !2" to
establish population relationship estimates for several acous-
tic measures.

II. METHOD

In most research on assessment of voice quality, mea-
surements have been completed on sustained vowels as com-
pared to continuous speech. This preference for sustained
vowels over continuous speech in acoustic as well as percep-
tual measurements of voice quality has been motivated by
several factors !Askenfelt and Hammarberg, 1986; Parsa and
Jamieson, 2001", such as follows: !a" sustained vowels rep-
resent relatively time-invariant vocal phonation whereas con-
tinuous speech involves quick and continuous alterations of
glottal and supraglottal mechanisms; !b" in contrast to con-
tinuous speech, sustained mid-vowel segments do not con-
tain non-voiced phonemes, rapid voice onsets and offsets, or
prosodic fundamental frequency and amplitude fluctuations;
and !c" sustained vowels are not affected by speech rate,
vocal pauses, phonetic context, and stress. However, sus-
tained vowels may lack representation of daily speech and
voice !Parsa and Jamieson, 2001; Eadie and Baylor, 2006",
and continuous speech potentially contains perceptual cues,
which are often considered to be decisive in vocal quality
evaluations !Askenfelt and Hammarberg, 1986". Since both
sample types offer valuable information in voice quality
measurements, the present meta-analysis focused on studies
of sustained vowels as well as connected speech.

A. Search strategy

Relevant scientific reports were identified by a system-
atic electronic search of the Medline database and the corpus
of online publications by the American Speech-Language-
Hearing Association. The combination of !a" keywords refer-
ring to composite perceptual voice evaluations and !b" key-
words related to the concepts of measuring by means of
acoustic markers was used as a guide. Using information
derived from the titles and abstracts, an initial set of pertinent
articles was generated. Subsequently, a manual search for
references in relevant literature sources was launched using
the same guide. This manual search started from the sources
cited in the initial set of articles garnered from the electronic
search and from periodicals, book chapters, and various bib-
liographies likely to contain relevant references and texts.

B. Inclusion and exclusion of literature sources

In order to be included, a study had to report sufficient
mathematical detail on bivariate correlation coefficients es-
tablishing the relation between perceptual overall voice qual-
ity ratings of sustained vowels or continuous speech !the
dependent variable" and one or more acoustic parameters de-
rived from the same samples !the independent variables".
Studies citing relevant correlation coefficients were included,
whether or not significance levels were reported, and every
study describing auditory-perceptual ratings of overall qual-
ity !e.g., dysphonia severity" was included, regardless of the
type of rating scale used.

Investigations of acoustic correlates of specific percep-
tual dimensions such as breathiness and roughness were not
included in the meta-analysis, as the present study concen-
trated on “composite” or “global” overall voice quality cor-
relates. Furthermore, reports on non-acoustic or non-
objective correlates, such as aerodynamic measures or
electroglottographic parameters, were also excluded, as well
as studies dealing with the relationship between the auditory-
perceptual evaluation of overall voice quality and its visual-
perceptual representation in narrowband spectrograms. Fur-
thermore, since the present study aimed to focus on acoustic-
auditory determinants of dysphonia severity, studies
investigating the correlation between objective acoustic mea-
sures and visual inspection of spectrograms or other dia-
grams were excluded. Also, reports on parameters derived
from synthesized vowel samples were not included in this
study. Reports lacking sufficient quantitative and critical in-
formation, such as number of subjects or type of samples,
were also excluded.

Methodological articles related exclusively to the use
and development of perceptual rating scales or acoustic al-
gorithms, which did not provide inferential statistics on the
validity of the acoustic measure!s", were also excluded.
Studies appraising the diagnostic value of acoustic param-
eters !i.e., the power of a diagnostic tool to discriminate be-
tween presence or absence of a voice disorder", expressed as
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative
predictive, and/or area under the receiver operating charac-
teristic !ROC" curve, or outcomes of studies based on com-
parative statistics between normal and pathologic voices, as
expressed in chi-square tests, Mann-Whitney U tests, t tests,
etc., were not included, because the present study concen-
trated on the correlation coefficient as population effect size.

In addition, reports on multivariate analyses were ex-
cluded, unless bivariate !zero-order" correlation coefficients
were clearly identified !as in Wolfe and Martin, 1997; Wolfe
et al., 1997; Yu et al., 2001; Eadie and Baylor, 2006; Ma and
Yiu, 2006". The reason for excluding multiple regression
studies is based on the assumption that some independent
variables are dropped from the initial set of possible predic-
tors as a result of co-linearity. A relevant independent vari-
able, correlating well with the dependent variable, may be
dropped when, in the presence of other independent vari-
ables, it does not substantially increase the amount of vari-
ance explained. This phenomenon makes it difficult to assess
the separate contribution of each independent variable to the
measurement of the dependent variable. Moreover, the algo-
rithm of a multiple regression not only looks for a parsimo-
nious equation, but also gives each remaining independent
marker a coefficient that can only be interpreted in combina-
tion with the particular set of remaining independent markers
in the rest of the equation. As a consequence, we had to
exclude study results using multivariate statistics from the
meta-analysis.

Finally, reliability of the auditory-perceptual ratings of
voice quality, as an index on which an acoustic measure is
validated, is also an important consideration !Kreiman and
Gerratt, 2000a, 2000b; Kreiman et al., 2007". Reliability of
auditory-perceptual ratings is traditionally described in terms
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of within and between listener reliability, consistency, agree-
ment, or concordance. Such intra- and interrater reliability is
considered an important prerequisite for validity. High reli-
ability clearly and precisely defines the perceptual construct
to be measured by an acoustic parameter. In contrast, listener
unreliability increases “non-experimental” or “error” vari-
ance, thereby reducing the true variance in the perceptual
construct that is to be accounted for by the acoustic measure.
Thus, the increase in error variance due to listener unreliabil-
ity should decrease the concurrent validity of the acoustic
measure, as evaluated by a correlation coefficient. In single
experiments, acceptable rater reliability is often considered
an essential prerequisite before attempting to assess an
acoustic measure’s worth in estimating overall voice quality.
However, across studies, many statistics have been used to
measure rater reliability, for instance, Pearson’s product-
moment correlation coefficient, Cohen’s kappa correlation
coefficient, Cronbach’s alpha correlation coefficient, and in-
traclass correlation coefficient, to mention only a few. Given
the large number of studies reviewed in this meta-analysis,
each using a variety of listeners !with differing levels of
experience and training", and different scales with various
interpretation guidelines so as to determine “adequate” reli-
ability, we elected to treat listener reliability as a nuisance
variable, and to not exclude any studies solely on the basis of
their estimates of listener reliability. This decision is predi-
cated on the assumption that listener unreliability essentially
contributes to error variance, and necessarily attenuates any
investigator’s ability to identify significant correlations be-
tween listener ratings and specific acoustic measures. By
treating listener reliability/unreliability as a nuisance vari-
able, one that would necessarily vary between studies and
differentially contribute to error variance, we assumed that
across studies, the most compelling acoustic-perceptual rela-
tionships would eventually surface, having survived the po-
tentially attenuating effects of listener unreliability.

Analogous to the listener reliability/unreliability, we also
elected to treat between-study differences in data acquisition
and processing methodology as a nuisance variable. Variety
in room acoustics, microphone type and placement, software,
analysis algorithms, etc., also creates error variance, and
similarly decreases the variance in the perceptual construct
that is to be explained by the acoustic measure. The large
number of studies, each with its own acoustical configuration
and hardware and software settings, clearly limits our ability
to directly compare the outcomes of the studies. However, a
guiding principle of meta-analysis is that the consistency of
the significant results/conclusions across studies is para-
mount, and robust relationships should withstand such meth-
odological “noise” !regardless of the source of the noise,
e.g., listener unreliability, recording instrumentation and sur-
roundings, computer software, etc". We therefore elected to
consider methodological variations in recording conditions/
settings, data acquisition and analysis algorithms, etc., as ad-
ditional sources of error variance, and an inherent limitation
of the meta-analysis. On the other hand, acoustic measures
that yield consistent outcomes across a variety of study

methods can be considered especially robust. As such, the
inclusion of studies with varying methodology is considered
advantageous in the present meta-analysis.

Originally, 85 reports were considered. Based on the
aforementioned inclusion and exclusion criteria, however,
many reports were excluded, producing a final corpus of 25
studies on which the meta-analysis was performed. Twenty-
one studies involved measurements on sustained vowel
samples !methodological aspects of these studies are summa-
rized in Table I". Seven studies involved measurement on
continuous speech samples !methodological aspects of these
studies are similarly summarized in Table II". However, 3
studies contained information on both continuous speech and
sustained vowels !Heman-Ackah et al., 2002; Halberstam,
2004; Eadie and Baylor, 2006", thus leaving a total of 25
studies !i.e., 28−3=25".

From these studies, a list of acoustic measures was gen-
erated. Subsequently, the measures were organized based on
their description in the Method section of the original publi-
cation. The tabulation of Buder !2000" was chosen only as a
loose framework to group the measures. Buder’s !2000"
tabulation was the first compilation of acoustic voice mea-
sures, as it presented a complete overview of acoustic mea-
sures in a comprehensive and consistently structured manner.
It therefore served as a basis on which the measures of this
meta-analysis were considered to be similar or different. In
studies that analyzed sustained vowels, there were 69 acous-
tic markers identified, whereas in the connected speech stud-
ies, 26 acoustic measures were reported. Eighty-seven acous-
tic markers have been identified as measures of overall voice
quality in the included studies. Table III lists these acoustic
measures alphabetically and provides !for every measure"
references expanding on the rationale and the digital signal
processing underlying the measure.

C. Statistical analysis

Quantitative data from the selected scientific reports
were analyzed using statistical software packages for per-
sonal computers, including Microsoft Office Excel 2003 and
Meta-Analysis Programs version 5.3 !Ralf Schwarzer, De-
partment of Psychology, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany".
Meta-analyses on correlation coefficients according to the
Schmidt-Hunter method !Hunter et al., 1982" were per-
formed on all acoustic voice quality correlates for which
more than one effect size was available. This method is
based on four statistics. The first statistic is the number of
effect sizes !k" or the number of available bivariate correla-
tion coefficients for a given acoustic measure. The second
statistic is the total number of subjects !N". The third statistic
is the population effect size or the weighted mean correlation
coefficient !rw". Correlation coefficients based on studies
with large sample sizes digress less from the population ef-
fect size and therefore more weight is assigned to large N
effect sizes !Hunter et al., 1982". If only one effect size is
reported, a weighted effect size cannot be calculated. In this
case, there is no meta-analysis and the discussion is based on
the initial and solitary r-value. While there is no firm crite-
rion or universal consensus for evaluating the magnitude of
correlation coefficients !Frey et al., 1991", we chose a corre-
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lation coefficient !r or rw" of 0.60 as the cutoff to distinguish
between strong and weak acoustic markers. Following the
guidelines established by Franzblau !1958", this threshold
intends to separate a “moderate” degree of correlation from a
“marked” degree of correlation. It should be acknowledged,
however, that other interpretations have been proposed, in-
cluding Frey et al. !1991", for example, who recommended r
of 0.70 to distinguish between moderate and marked corre-
lations. We selected a less stringent correlation coefficient r
=0.60 in light of our decision to treat listener unreliability
and methodological/procedural differences as sources of er-
ror variance, which would potentially attenuate the strength
of reported bivariate correlations across studies. The fourth
statistic relates to the homogeneity or heterogeneity of the
effect sizes. A population effect size can only be interpreted
reliably if the underlying data set is sufficiently homoge-
neous !Hunter et al., 1982". Here one can rely on several
indicators: !1" the residual standard deviation, !2" the per-
centage of observed variance accounted for by the sampling

error, and !3" the chi-square value. However, the preferred
index for homogeneity is the population variance or its
square root, called residual standard deviation !SDres". This
indicator, SDres, is the variance left after the sampling error
has been subtracted !Hunter et al., 1982". Ideally, SDres
equals zero, meaning that all the observed variance is ac-
counted for by sampling error and that the data set of corre-
lations is completely homogeneous. If the analysis, however,
failed to identify a source of systematic variation in the data,
SDres is indicative of heterogeneity. As a rule of thumb, a set
of effect sizes can be considered homogeneous when SDres is
less than 1

4 of rw !Hunter et al., 1982; Lipsey and Wilson,
2001".

III. RESULTS

A. Sustained vowels

Twenty-one studies meeting the selection criteria were
identified; the majority originated from the Journal of

TABLE I. Methodological features !number of subjects, type of voice recording, and organization and reliability of the perceptual ratings" of the 21
chronologically ordered studies included in this meta-analysis on sustained vowels.

Perceptual evaluationb

Source

Subjectsa Voice sampleb

No. of
judges

Rating
scalec

Perceptual
construct

Intrarater
reliabilityd

Interrater
reliabilitydN P T Vowel Duration

Kojima et al. !1980" 28 30 58 /a/ NA 5 EAI !4" Hoarseness NA NA
Yumoto et al. !1984" 0 87 87 /a/ 3 s 8 EAI !4" Hoarseness NA 0.51–0.79 Sp
Hirano et al. !1986" 0 68 68 /e/ NA NA EAI !4" G, grade NA NA
Prosek et al. !1987" 0 90 90 /a/ 2 s 9 EAI !7" Severity of voice disorder 0.90 Pe 0.82 Cr

16 44 60 14 Hoarseness NA NA
Wolfe and Steinfatt !1987" 0 51 51 /a/ and /i/ 1 s 8 EAI !7" Severity of dysphonia 89% Ag 0.95 Cr

Hoarseness
Feijoo and Hernández !1990" 64 57 121 /e/ NA 4 EAI !4" G, grade 77.48% Ag 98.35% Ag
Kreiman et al. !1990" 0 18 18 /a/ 1.67 s 10 EAI !7" Overall abnormality NA NA
Wolfe et al. !1995" 20 60 80 /a/ 1 s 22 EAI !7" Overall severity 0.99 Cr 0.98 Cr
Dejonckere et al. !1996" 0 943 943 /a/ 2 s 2 EAI !4" G, grade 0.51 Co 0.87 Sp
Dejonckere and Wieneke !1996" 0 28 28 /a/ 0.1 s 2 EAI !5" Overall severity

of hoarseness
NA NA

De Bodt !1997" 98 634 732 /a/ 3 s 1 EAI !4" G, grade NA NA
Plant et al. !1997" 0 26 26 /i/ 2 s 3 EAI !5" Overall voice quality 0.86 NA NA
Wolfe and Martin !1997" 0 51 51 /a/ and /i/ 1 s 11 EAI !7" Hoarseness 76% Ag 0.95 Cr
Wolfe et al. !1997" 0 51 51 /a/ and /i/ 1 s 18 VAS Hoarseness 0.80 Pe 0.94 Cr
Wolfe et al. !2000" 0 20 20 /a/ 1 s 11 EAI !7" Abnormality 0.81 Pe 0.98 Cr
Yu et al. !2001" 21 63 84 /a/ 2 s 6 EAI !4" G, grade Cons Cons
Heman-Ackah et al. !2002" 0 14 14 /a/ 1 s 2 EAI !4" G, grade NA 0.83 Pe
Halberstam !2004" 0 60 60 /a/ 1 s 2 EAI !7" Hoarseness 0.89 NA 0.91 Cr
Eadie and Baylor !2006" 3 9 12 /a/ 1 s 16 VAS Overall severity 0.82–0.95 Pe 0.72–0.83 Pe
Gorham-Rowan and
Laures-Gore !2006"

0 28ym 28ym /a/ 1 s 10 FMMEP Hoarseness !0.32 to 0.86 Pe 0.80 Cr
0 28ew 28ew

0 28em 28em

Yu et al. !2007" 38w 270w 308w /a/ 2 s 4 VAS G, grade NA NA
20m 121m 141m

aN=number of normal subjects, P=number of pathological or dysphonic subjects, T=total number of subjects, ym=young men, ew=elderly women, em

=elderly men, m=men, and w=women.
bNA=the information is not available in the original manuscript.
cEAI=equal-appearing interval scale with between parentheses the number of points on the scale, VAS=visual analog scale, and FMMEP=free modulus
magnitude estimation paradigm.
dSp=Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient, Pe=Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient, Co=Cohen’s kappa correlation coefficient, Cr
=Cronbach’s alpha correlation coefficient, Ke=Kendall’ s coefficient of concordance, Ag=percentage of agreement/consistency between judgments, and
Cons=consensus between listeners without quantitative measure of reliability.
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Speech (Language) and Hearing Disorders !6", Journal of
Voice !3", and Journal of Communication Disorders !3".
Other sources were Acta Otorhinolaryngologica Belgica !1",
Acta Otolaryngologica !1", Folia Phoniatrica et Logo-
paedica !2", Journal of Phonetics !1", Laryngoscope !1",
ORL !1", Revue de Laryngologie-Otologie-Rhinologie !1",
and a chapter in volume VI of Advances in Clinical Phonet-
ics !1". Relevant information concerning the methodology of
the reports that were included in the meta-analysis can be
found in Table I. All 21 studies reported on pathologic or
dysphonic voices; however, only 8 studies also contained
normal voices. The mean number of dysphonic voice
samples was 115 !range 9–943". For the normal voices, the
mean number was 34 !range 3–98". The total number of
subjects was 116 on average and ranged from 12 to 943. In
these studies, 146 distinct effect sizes !i.e., correlation coef-
ficients" were reported, pertaining to 69 different acoustic
measures as displayed in Table IV.

All acoustic parameters and data on sustained vowels
were extracted from the central portion of the recordings.
The length of the mid-vowel segment varied from 0.1 to 3 s
with a mean duration of 1.5 s. 1 s was the modal duration,
occurring in 50% of the studies !the duration was not speci-
fied in three studies". The vowels #a:$, #i:$, and #e:$ were
analyzed in 86%, 19%, and 10% of the studies, respectively.
Substantial differences existed among the data acquisition
systems that were used, which could potentially influence the
outcome of acoustic measurements. For instance, recording
equipment !e.g., type of microphone and microphone loca-
tion relative to the sound source, and type of hardware", pro-
cessing algorithms, measurement algorithms, and software
settings such as sampling rate or method of fundamental pe-
riod extraction varied among the studies and have been dem-
onstrated to influence the outcome of acoustic measure-
ments, particularly the outcomes of perturbation measures.

For the perceptual experiments, the number of judges
ranged from 1 to 22, with a mean value of 8. The rating scale

used was typically an equal-appearing interval scale, using 4,
5, or 7 points in 38%, 10%, and 33% of studies, respectively.
In two studies !Wolfe et al., 1997; Yu et al., 2007", a visual
analog scale was used. In Gorham-Rowan and Laures-Gore,
2006 a free modulus magnitude estimation paradigm was
used. A variety of perceptual labels were used including
hoarseness, G !from grade", severity of voice disorder, sever-
ity of dysphonia, overall abnormality, overall severity, over-
all severity of hoarseness, abnormality, and overall voice
quality. A variety of estimates of inter- and intrajudge reli-
ability estimates were used !see table entries". As mentioned
previously, the variety and range of methods to determine
reliability hamper comparisons between studies. In general,
intrajudge reliability fluctuated from rather low, as in Dejon-
ckere and Wieneke, 1996 and Gorham-Rowan and Laures-
Gore, 2006, to very high, as in Wolfe et al., 1995 and Prosek
et al., 1987. Similar variability was observed for interjudge
reliability.

1. Meta-analysis on correlation coefficients

The results of the meta-analysis on sustained vowels are
summarized in Table IV and Fig. 1. For 33 of the 69 acous-
tics measures !48%", there was only 1 correlation coefficient
available and, consequently, no weighted mean correlation
coefficient could be determined. For the remaining 36 acous-
tic determinants !52%", there was more than 1 correlation
coefficient and the k-values ranged from 2 to 7. The most
frequently investigated parameters were noise-to-harmonics
ratio !NHR" from multi-dimensional voice program !MDVP"
!k=7", and the vocal perturbation measures amplitude per-
turbation quotient, percent jitter, and percent shimmer !k
=6". For these 36 markers, a rw was calculated with Meta-
Analysis Programs version 5.3. The organization of the
meta-analysis on acoustic measures on sustained vowels is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

TABLE II. Methodological features !number of subjects, type of voice recording, and organization and reliability of the perceptual ratings" of the seven
chronologically ordered studies included in this meta-analysis on continuous speech.

Perceptual evaluationb

Source

Subjectsa

Voice sample
No. of
judges

Rating
scalec

Perceptual
construct

Intrarater
reliabilityd

Interrater
reliabilitydN P T

Askenfelt and
Hammarberg !1986" 0 41 41 Voiced segments, 40 s of reading a story 6 EAI !6" Overall voice quality 0.86–0.98 Pe NA
Qi et al. !1999" 0 87 87 First and second sentences from

rainbow passage
5 VAS Overall voice quality 0.93–0.96 Pe 0.97 Cr

Heman-Ackah
et al. !2002" 0 18 18 Second sentence from rainbow passage 2 EAI !4" G, grade NA 0.83 Pe
Halberstam !2004" 0 60 60 12 s from rainbow passage 2 EAI !7" Hoarseness 0.93 NA 0.97 Cr
Eadie and Doyle !2005" 6 24 30 Second sentence from rainbow passage 12 DME Overall severity 0.69 Pe 0.97 Cr
Eadie and Baylor !2006" 3 9 12 Second sentence from rainbow passage 16 VAS Overall severity 0.80–0.97 Pe 0.84–0.91 Pe
Ma and Yiu !2006" 41 112 153 /ba ba d a bo / 4 EAI !11" G, grade "0.90 Pe 0.86–0.91 Pe

aN=number of normal subjects, P=number of pathological or dysphonic subjects, and T=total number of subjects.
bNA=the information is not available in the original manuscript.
cEAI=equal-appearing interval scale with between parentheses the number of points on the scale, VAS=visual analog scale, and DME=direct magnitude
estimation.
dPe=Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient and Cr=Cronbach’s alpha correlation coefficient.
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TABLE III. The 87 acoustic measures included in this study, alphabetically ordered on the basis of their full name, with their respective sources/citations
identified.

Acoustic measure Sources included in study

Absolute jitter
Kreiman et al. !1990", De Bodt !1997", Wolfe et al. !1997", and

Halberstam !2004"

Amplitude perturbation quotient
De Bodt !1997", Wolfe et al. !1997", Heman-Ackah et al. !2002",
Halberstam !2004", and Gorham-Rowan and Laures-Gore !2006"

Amplitude perturbation quotient of residue signal Prosek et al. !1987"
Area of voice range profile Ma and Yiu !2006"
Breathiness index Plant et al. !1997" and Wolfe et al. !2000"
Cepstral peak magnitude !also known as magnitude of first
harmonic" Dejonckere and Wieneke !1996"

Cepstral peak prominence
Wolfe and Martin !1997", Wolfe et al. !2000", Halberstam !2004",

and Eadie and Baylor !2006"
Cepstrum of excitation signal Feijoo and Hernández !1990"
Coefficient of excess Prosek et al. !1987"
Coefficient of variation of fundamental frequency Wolfe et al. !1997"
Coefficient of variation of jitter Kreiman et al. !1990"
Coefficient of variation of period Wolfe and Steinfatt !1987"
Coefficient of variation of shimmer Kreiman et al. !1990"
Compression of relative frequency differences Askenfelt and Hammarberg !1986"
Cycle-of-cycle variation of waveform Feijoo and Hernández !1990"
Difference between frequencies of second and first formants Kreiman et al. !1990"
Directional perturbation factor Askenfelt and Hammarberg !1986"
Fluctuation in amplitude Hirano et al. !1986"
Fluctuation in fundamental frequency Hirano et al. !1986"
Frequency-domain harmonics-to-noise ratio Eadie and Doyle !2005"
Frequency of first formant Kreiman et al. !1990"
Frequency of second formant Kreiman et al. !1990"
Frequency of third formant Kreiman et al. !1990"
Fundamental frequency Yu et al. !2001", Yu et al. !2007", and Ma and Yiu !2006"
Fundamental frequency range in voice range profile Ma and Yiu !2006"
Harmonics-to-noise ratio from Kojima Kojima et al. !1980"

Harmonics-to-noise ratio from Yumoto
Yumoto et al. !1984", Kreiman et al. !1990", and Wolfe et al.

!1995"
Highest fundamental frequency in voice range profile Ma and Yiu !2006"
Intensity range in voice range profile Ma and Yiu !2006"
Jitter factor Yu et al. !2001" and Yu et al. !2007"
Jitter from Yumoto Yumoto et al. !1984"
Jitter ratio Wolfe and Steinfatt !1987" and Dejonckere and Wieneke !1996"
Lowest fundamental frequency in voice range profile Ma and Yiu !2006"
Lyapunov coefficient Yu et al. !2001" and Yu et al. !2007"
Maximum intensity in voice range profile Ma and Yiu !2006"
Mean harmonic emergence between 500 and 1500 Hz Dejonckere and Wieneke !1996"
Minimum intensity in voice range profile Ma and Yiu !2006"
Natural logarithm of standard deviation of period Wolfe and Steinfatt !1987" and Kreiman et al. !1990"
Noise-to-harmonics ratio Wolfe et al. !1997"

Noise-to-harmonics ratio from MDVP

Dejonckere et al. !1996", De Bodt !1997", Heman-Ackah et al.
!2002", Halberstam !2004", Gorham-Rowan and Laures-Gore

!2006", and Ma and Yiu !2006"
Normalized mean absolute period jitter Feijoo and Hernández !1990"
Normalized mean absolute period shimmer Feijoo and Hernández !1990"
Normalized noise energy Feijoo and Hernández !1990"
No. of harmonics Kreiman et al. !1990"
Partial period comparison Kreiman et al. !1990"
Peakedness of relative frequency differences Askenfelt and Hammarberg !1986"
Pearson r at autocorrelation peak Wolfe et al. !2000"

Percent jitter
Kreiman et al. !1990", De Bodt !1997", Plant et al. !1997", Wolfe

and Martin !1997", Wolfe et al. !1997", and Halberstam !2004"

Percent shimmer

Kreiman et al. !1990", Dejonckere et al. !1996", De Bodt !1997",
Wolfe and Martin !1997", Wolfe et al. !1997", Halberstam !2004",

and Ma and Yiu !2006"
Perturbation factor Askenfelt and Hammarberg !1986"
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In the first subset there were 52 of the 69 acoustic mea-
sures on sustained vowels with a !weighted" correlation co-
efficient below 0.60. Weighted correlation coefficients
ranged from 0.11 for coefficient of excess and voice turbu-
lence index to 0.56 for amplitude perturbation quotient of
residuals and harmonic-to-noise ratio from Yumoto. In this
subset, there were 32 markers with a k-value of 2 or more.
The SDres statistics indicated heterogeneity for eight mea-
sures. For the remaining 24 acoustic correlates with rw
#0.60 and k"2, SDres statistics showed homogeneity. The
second subset consisted of 17 acoustic measures with a
!weighted" effect size equal to or above 0.60. In this subset
of 17 measures, there were 4 markers with a k-value of 2 or
more. Weighted correlation coefficients ranged from 0.62 for
smoothed cepstral peak prominence to 0.75 for pitch ampli-
tude. Statistical homogeneity testing !SDres" indicated that
these four rw-values were based on a set of homogeneous

effect sizes, indicating that these effect sizes are consistently
equal to or above 0.60 !smoothed cepstral peak prominence:
rw=0.62, spectral flatness of residue signal: rw=0.69, Pear-
son r at autocorrelation peak: rw=0.74, and pitch amplitude:
rw=0.75".

B. Continuous speech

Seven studies using continuous speech samples met the
inclusion criteria of this meta-analysis. These studies were
published in Journal of Voice !4", Journal of Speech (Lan-
guage) and Hearing Research !1", Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America !1", and ORL !1". As shown in Table V,
there were 29 separate effect sizes pertaining to 26 distinct
acoustic measures. Relevant information regarding the meth-
odology of these seven reports is found in Table II. Whereas
all seven studies used pathologic or dysphonic voice

TABLE III. !Continued."

Acoustic measure Sources included in study

Perturbation magnitude Askenfelt and Hammarberg !1986"
Perturbation magnitude mean Askenfelt and Hammarberg !1986"
Phonatory fundamental frequency range De Bodt !1997", Yu et al. !2001", Halberstam !2004", and Yu et al. !2007"
Pitch amplitude Prosek et al. !1987", Plant et al. !1997", and Eadie and Doyle !2005"
Pitch perturbation quotient De Bodt !1997", Wolfe et al. !1997", and Halberstam !2004"
Pitch perturbation quotient of residue signal Prosek et al. !1987"
Power spectrum ratio Wolfe et al. !2000"
Ratio of amplitudes of first and second harmonics Kreiman et al. !1990"
Ratio of frequencies of second and first formants Kreiman et al. !1990"

Relative average perturbation
Wolfe et al. !1995", De Bodt !1997", Wolfe et al. !1997", Heman-Ackah et al.

!2002", Halberstam !2004", and Ma and Yiu !2006"
Relative noise level Hirano et al. !1986"
Residue signal power ratio Plant et al. !1997"
Richness of high frequency harmonics Hirano et al. !1986"

Shimmer in decibel
Wolfe et al. !1995", De Bodt !1997", Wolfe et al. !1997", and Halberstam

!2004"
Signal-to-noise ratio Yu et al. !2001" and Yu et al. !2007"
Signal-to-noise above 1000 Hz Yu et al. !2001" and Yu et al. !2007"
Signal-to-noise ratio from Milenkovic Wolfe and Martin !1997"
Signal-to-noise ratio from Qi Qi et al. !1999" and Eadie and Doyle !2005"
Smoothed amplitude perturbation quotient De Bodt !1997", Wolfe et al. !1997", and Halberstam !2004"
Smoothed cepstral peak prominence Heman-Ackah et al. !2002", Halberstam !2004", and Eadie and Baylor !2006"

Smoothed pitch perturbation quotient
De Bodt !1997", Wolfe et al. !1997", Heman-Ackah et al. !2002", and

Halberstam !2004"
Soft phonation index De Bodt !1997"
Spectral distortion Feijoo and Hernández !1990"
Spectral flatness of inverse filter Prosek et al. !1987"
Spectral flatness of residue signal Prosek et al. !1987" and Eadie and Doyle !2005"
Spectral noise level above and under 6000 Hz Dejonckere and Wieneke !1996"
Spectral tilt Eadie and Doyle !2005"
Spectral tilt of voiced segments Eadie and Doyle !2005"
Standard deviation of cepstral peak prominence Wolfe and Martin !1997"
Standard deviation of fundamental frequency Wolfe et al. !1997"
Standard deviation of jitter Kreiman et al. !1990" and Wolfe and Martin !1997"
Standard deviation of partial period comparison Kreiman et al. !1990"
Standard deviation of period Wolfe et al. !2000"
Standard deviation of relative frequency differences Askenfelt and Hammarberg !1986"
Standard deviation of shimmer Kreiman et al. !1990" and Wolfe and Martin !1997"
Standard deviation of signal-to-noise ratio from Milenkovic Wolfe and Martin !1997"
Voice turbulence index Halberstam !2004"
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samples, only three studies also investigated normal voices.
The mean number of dysphonic voice samples was 50 !range
9–112". For the normal voices, the mean number was 7
!range 3–41". The mean number of subjects was 57 !range
12–153". All acoustic measures were extracted from record-
ings of continuous speech, most often from speakers reading
from a text. With the exception of Askenfelt and Hammar-
berg !1986" and Ma and Yiu !2006", the so-called “rainbow
passage” was read aloud and a portion !typically the second
sentence" was extracted for further analysis.

As for auditory-perceptual evaluation, the mean number
of judges employed across studies was 7 !range 2–16". In
four studies the rating scale was an equal-appearing interval
scale with 4, 6, 7, or 11 points. In two studies !Qi et al.,
1999; Eadie and Baylor, 2006", a visual analog scale was
used. In another study !Eadie and Doyle, 2005", direct mag-
nitude estimation was used. The following labels were used
to designate the perceptual construct that was to be evalu-
ated: hoarseness, G !for grade", overall severity, and overall
voice quality. Estimates of reliability of listener judgments
included two types of statistics: Pearson’s product-moment
correlation coefficient and Cronbach’s coefficient alpha. To
evaluate intrajudge reliability, Pearson’s r-values were uni-
formly reported. Where a range of r-values was given
!Askenfelt and Hammarberg, 1986; Qi et al., 1999; Eadie
and Baylor, 2006", the lowest r-value was chosen to calcu-
late a weighted average of intrajudge correlation across re-
ports !Table II". The intrajudge rw was 0.81, which is indica-
tive of homogeneous intrajudge reliability. It appears that
listeners were generally consistent in their perceptual evalu-
ations of continuous speech. Regarding interjudge reliability,
only three studies provided a Pearson’s r-value. Meta-
analysis, again using the lowest r-value of the reported
range, resulted in an interjudge rw of 0.84, i.e., homogeneous
interjudge reliability. This was corroborated by the three
studies that used Cronbach’s $, since they all mentioned an
$-value of 0.97. Concerning the acoustic measures, Table V
provides an overview of the determinants that were used to

TABLE IV. Summary of the meta-analytic findings for the individual acous-
tic measures of overall voice quality in sustained vowels. The acoustic mea-
sures are ordered according to their effect size !r or rw".

Acoustic measure k a r or rw
b SDres

c

Fluctuation in fundamental frequency 1 0.00 /
Soft phonation index 1 0.01 /
Standard deviation of signal-to-noise ratio from
Milenkovic 1 0.06 /
Frequency of second formant 1 0.07 /
Standard deviation of cepstral peak prominence 1 0.11 /
Voice turbulence index 2 0.11 He
Coefficient of excess 2 0.11 Ho
Frequency of third formant 1 0.14 /
Ratio of amplitudes of first and second harmonics 1 0.15 /
No. of harmonics 1 0.19 /
Fluctuation in amplitude 1 0.19 /
Richness of high frequency harmonics 1 0.19 /
Frequency of first formant 1 0.21 /
Standard deviation of percent jitter 2 0.22 Ho
Breathiness index 3 0.22 Ho
Spectral flatness of inverse filter 2 0.25 Ho
Fundamental frequency 3 0.28 Ho
Coefficient of variation of percent shimmer 1 0.28 /
Ratio of frequencies of second and first formants 1 0.32 /
Difference between frequencies of second and first
formants 1 0.33 /
Coefficient of variation of amplitude 1 0.34 /
Standard deviation of period 2 0.37 Ho
Signal-to-noise ratio 3 0.38 He
Smoothed amplitude perturbation quotient 3 0.40 Ho
Residue signal power ratio 1 0.40 /
Relative noise level 1 0.40 /
Standard deviation of percent shimmer 2 0.41 Ho
Signal-to-noise ratio above 1000 Hz 3 0.42 He
Jitter factor 3 0.42 Ho
Power spectrum ratio 2 0.44 Ho
Amplitude perturbation quotient 6 0.45 Ho
Noise-to-harmonics ratio from MDVP 7 0.45 He
Shimmer in decibel 4 0.45 Ho
Absolute jitter 4 0.47 Ho
Standard deviation of fundamental frequency 2 0.47 Ho
Pitch perturbation quotient of residue signal 2 0.47 Ho
Coefficient of variation of percent jitter 1 0.48 /
Coefficient of variation of fundamental frequency 2 0.49 Ho
Percent jitter 6 0.49 Ho
Cepstral peak prominence 4 0.50 Ho
Natural logarithm of standard deviation of period 2 0.51 He
Percent shimmer 6 0.52 He
Spectral noise level above and under 6000 Hz 1 0.52 /
Relative average perturbation 5 0.52 Ho
Pitch perturbation quotient 3 0.52 Ho
Smoothed pitch perturbation quotient 4 0.53 Ho
Jitter ratio 2 0.53 Ho
Lyapunov coefficient 3 0.54 He
Phonatory fundamental frequency range 5 0.54 Ho
Harmonics-to-noise ratio from Yumoto 3 0.56 He
Amplitude perturbation quotient of residue signal 2 0.56 Ho
Mean harmonic emergence between 500
and 1500 Hz 1 0.58 /
Coefficient of variation of period 1 0.62 /
Smoothed cepstral peak prominence 3 0.63 Ho
Standard deviation of partial period comparison 1 0.67 /
Spectral flatness of residue signal 2 0.69 Ho

TABLE IV. !Continued."

Acoustic measure k a r or rw
b SDres

c

Partial period comparison 1 0.69 /
Jitter from Yumoto 1 0.71 /
Pearson r at autocorrelation peak 2 0.74 Ho
Normalized mean absolute period jitter 1 0.75 /
Pitch amplitude 3 0.75 Ho
Signal-to-noise ratio from Milenkovic 1 0.76 /
Cepstral peak magnitude 1 0.80 /
Cycle-to-cycle variation of waveform 1 0.83 /
Harmonics-to-noise ratio from Kojima 1 0.87 /
Normalized noise energy 1 0.88 /
Cepstrum of excitation signal 1 0.90 /
Spectral distortion 1 0.93 /
Normalized mean absolute period shimmer 1 0.93 /

ak=number of effect sizes available in the included literature.
br=correlation coefficient !when k=1" and rw=mean weighted correlation
coefficient !when k%1".
cSDres=residual standard deviation, /=not applicable !when k=1", and
Ho /He=homogeneous /heterogeneous r or rw !when k%1".
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gauge overall voice quality. As was the case for sustained
vowel studies, there were considerable differences between
studies’ recording equipment and settings.

1. Meta-analysis on correlation coefficients

The results of the meta-analysis on continuous speech
data are summarized in Table V and Fig. 2. For 23 of the 26
!88%" acoustic measures cited, there was only 1 effect size
available. For the remaining three acoustics determinants
!cepstral peak prominence, smoothed cepstral peak promi-
nence, and signal-to-noise ratio from Qi" there were two ef-
fect sizes !k=2". For these three markers, a rw was calculated
with Meta-Analysis Programs version 5.3. The organization
of the meta-analysis on acoustic measures on continuous
speech is illustrated in Fig. 2.

As in our meta-analysis on sustained vowel data, a cor-
relation coefficient of 0.60 was chosen as the threshold to
distinguish between marked and weak acoustic measures. In
the first subset of 16 acoustic measures with a !weighted"
effect size below 0.60, k was always equal to 1, and therefore
no meta-analysis was performed. In the second subset con-
sisting of ten acoustic measures with a !weighted" effect size
equal to or above 0.60, there were three markers with k=2:
signal-to-noise ratio from Qi, cepstral peak prominence, and
smoothed cepstral peak prominence. Meta-analysis for these
three measures yielded rw-values of 0.69, 0.88, and 0.88,
respectively. Furthermore, SDres indicated that these three
rw-values were based on a set of homogeneous effect sizes.

IV. DISCUSSION

The present meta-analysis assessed the relationship be-
tween acoustic measures and perceptual judgments of overall
voice quality. In Buder !2000" alone, more than 100 acoustic
algorithms were cited and numerous microcomputer-based
software systems offering various acoustic voice quality pa-
rameters have been developed. The fact that correlations be-
tween perception of overall voice quality and acoustic mea-
sures vary substantially !Kreiman and Gerratt, 2000a" raises
questions regarding the validity and usefulness of these
acoustic determinants. This meta-analysis represented an at-
tempt to synthesize the corpus of algorithms and measures,
and to establish a hierarchy of acoustic markers on a statis-
tical basis. In total, 25 study reports were included. 21 stud-
ies reported on 150 correlation coefficients for 69 acoustic
measures on sustained vowels. 7 studies identified 29 corre-
lation coefficients for 26 acoustic measures on continuous
speech.

In the context of the present meta-analysis, a homoge-
neous rw exceeding 0.60 was judged to be a critical index.
For instance, the amplitude perturbation quotient measure on
sustained vowels was cited in five studies with 0.41, 0.54,
0.63, 0.50, 0.41, and 0.71 as coefficients of correlation. The
single r=0.71 value, in particular, !Halberstam, 2004" seems
to identify amplitude perturbation quotient as a valid acous-
tic marker for overall voice quality of sustained vowels.
However, the r-values from the other studies are less persua-
sive and the meta-analysis resulted in a smaller homoge-
neous rw of 0.45. In contrast to the amplitude perturbation
quotient example wherein the meta-analysis resulted in a
relatively weak rw of 0.45, the meta-analysis outcome of

FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the organization of the meta-analysis for acoustic measures on sustained vowels. The second line in every box contains the
number of acoustic measures.
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studies related to smoothed cepstral peak prominence seems
to suggest a much stronger association. For instance, al-
though Halberstam’s !2004" r-value of 0.55 for smoothed
cepstral peak prominence does not provide strong support for
smoothed cepstral peak prominence as a valid measure of
overall voice quality; combining this result with the Heman-

Ackah et al. !2002" and the Eadie and Baylor !2006" results
of r=0.80 and r=0.82, respectively, the final rw is 0.63,
which supports smoothed cepstral peak prominence as a
promising acoustic marker of overall voice quality. Based on
the meta-analysis of sustained vowel studies, four measures
satisfied the requirement of a homogeneous rw"0.60: !1"
Pearson r at autocorrelation peak, !2" pitch amplitude, !3"
spectral flatness of residue signal, and !4" smoothed cepstral
peak prominence. For continuous speech, three measures sat-
isfied the criterion: !1" signal-to-noise ratio from Qi, !2" cep-
stral peak prominence, and !3" smoothed cepstral peak
prominence. Consequently, these six measures are consid-
ered to be the most promising measures for the acoustic mea-
surement of overall voice quality, as compared to the remain-
ing 81 measures included in the original meta-analysis. The
results of these six measures will be discussed in the next
paragraphs.

The first of these six measures is Pearson r at autocor-
relation peak. To obtain this measure, correlations are calcu-
lated between the voice signal and delayed versions of the
same signal !i.e., autocorrelation" at time lags between the
minimally and maximally expected fundamental periods.
The Pearson moment-product correlation coefficient is com-
puted at the highest peak of this autocorrelation function
!i.e., the correlogram with “delay” or “time lag” on the ab-
scissa and “correlation” on the ordinate". The rationale be-
hind this measure is that more periodic voice signals display
more prominent autocorrelation peaks, and vice versa. A per-
fectly periodic signal reveals a Pearson r at autocorrelation
peak of 1.0, and the more the signal deviates from perfect
periodicity, the more this correlation decreases !Hillenbrand
and Houde, 1996". The correlation between overall voice
quality and this measure of the autocorrelation function on
the sound waveform has been investigated by Wolfe et al.
!2000" in both male and female voices separately, yielding
k=2 and rw=0.74. This result requires confirmation by other
independent investigators to permit generalization. Although
Hillenbrand and Houde !1996" indicated a correlation of 0.84
between breathiness ratings and Pearson r at autocorrelation
peak for both sustained vowels and continuous speech, and

TABLE V. Summary of the meta-analytic findings for the individual acous-
tic measures of overall voice quality in continuous speech. The acoustic
measures are ordered according to their effect size !r or rw".

Acoustic measure k a r or rw
b SDres

c

Perturbation magnitude 1 0.01 /
Maximum intensity in voice range profile 1 0.02 /
Lowest fundamental frequency in voice
range profile 1 0.09 /
Noise-to-harmonics ratio from MDVP 1 0.13 /
Fundamental frequency 1 0.18 /
Frequency-domain harmonics-to-noise ratio 1 0.26 /
Spectral flatness of residue signal 1 0.26 /
Spectral tilt of voiced segments 1 0.33 /
Highest fundamental frequency in voice
range profile 1 0.34 /
Intensity range in voice range profile 1 0.35 /
Fundamental frequency range in voice range profile 1 0.37 /
Minimum intensity in voice range profile 1 0.38 /
Area of voice range profile 1 0.43 /
Spectral tilt 1 0.47 /
Pitch amplitude 1 0.58 /
Perturbation magnitude mean 1 0.59 /
Perturbation factor 1 0.62 /
Percent shimmer 1 0.62 /
Signal-to-noise ratio from Qi 2 0.69 He
Directional perturbation factor 1 0.71 /
Standard deviation of relative frequency differences 1 0.71 /
Compression of relative frequency differences 1 0.73 /
Peakedness of relative frequency differences 1 0.73 /
Relative average perturbation 1 0.75 /
Cepstral peak prominence 2 0.88 Ho
Smoothed cepstral peak prominence 2 0.88 Ho

ak=number of effect sizes available in the included literature.
br=correlation coefficient !when k=1" and rw=mean weighted correlation
coefficient !when k%1".
cSDres=residual standard deviation, /=not applicable !when k=1", and
Ho /He=homogeneous /heterogeneous r or rw !when k%1".

FIG. 2. Diagram illustrating the organization of the meta-analysis for acoustic measures on continuous speech. The second line in every box contains the
number of acoustic measures.
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concluded that Pearson r at autocorrelation peak is an accu-
rate marker of breathiness, further corroboration of its con-
current validity is also needed.

The second measure is pitch amplitude. To acquire this
measure, the radiated voice signal is first inverse filtered via
a linear predictive coding algorithm. The result of this in-
verse filtering is a residue signal, i.e., a series of impulses
theoretically showing the moment of vocal tract acoustic ex-
citation provided by glottal closure !permitting investigation
of the signal provided by the laryngeal source instead of the
entire vocal tract". Second, the autocorrelation function of
this residue signal is calculated. Pitch amplitude is the am-
plitude of the maximum correlation !i.e., traditionally corre-
sponding with the pitch" in the correlogram and conse-
quently is considered to be a measure of the strength of voice
periodicity !Prosek et al., 1987". Plant et al. !1997" investi-
gated the correlation between this measure and overall voice
quality, and Prosek et al. !1987" used pitch amplitude as a
marker of both disorder severity and hoarseness in sustained
vowels. These two independent studies resulted in k=3 and
rw=0.75. Although Eadie and Doyle !2005" reported an
r-value for pitch amplitude of only 0.58 when applied on
continuous speech, further support for the value of measures
based on inverse filtering is provided by Parsa and Jamieson
!2001", who concluded that such measures are superior to
perturbation measures for both continuous speech and sus-
tained vowels. In part, Parsa and Jamieson !2001" arrived at
their conclusion based on measures of diagnostic accuracy,
which included the area under the ROC curve. In the case for
pitch amplitude, the area under the ROC curve for sustained
vowels was 0.977 !perfect diagnostic accuracy=1.00", and
the rate of correct classification between normal and patho-
logic voices was 93.0%. For continuous speech there was an
area under ROC curve of 0.953 and a correct classification
rate of 88.9%. Parsa and Jamieson !2001" stated that pitch
amplitude provided the best classification accuracy among
all measures extracted from continuous speech samples.

Based on the results of the meta-analysis, the third
acoustic measure, which produced respectable raw correla-
tion results, was spectral flatness of residue signal. This mea-
sure also generates the residue signal as an output of the
inverse filter. The spectrum is then derived from the residue
signal, and finally the distribution of the frequencies in the
spectrum is computed. The flatter the spectral distribution of
the residue signal, the more the harmonics are considered to
be masked by noise !Prosek et al., 1987". Prosek et al.
!1987" correlated spectral flatness of residue signal with both
disorder severity and hoarseness separately !k=2" in sus-
tained vowels. Our meta-analysis of these two correlation
coefficients !derived from one study" yielded rw=0.69. Al-
though there is no confirmation from other independently
generated correlations, Parsa and Jamieson !2001", who used
discriminant analyses, supported the utility of spectral flat-
ness of residue signal as a valid discriminator between nor-
mal and pathological voices. For sustained vowels, spectral
flatness of residue signal showed the largest area under ROC
curve !0.996" and had the highest classification accuracy
!96.5% correct". For continuous speech, the area under the
ROC and the discrimination accuracy were 0.928% and

85.8%, respectively. Furthermore, Parsa and Jamieson !2001"
concluded that more commonly used measures !as jitter,
shimmer, and noise-to-harmonics ratio" did not perform as
well as measures based on linear prediction modeling and
inverse filtering.

The concurrent validity of the fourth measure, signal-to-
noise ratio from Qi, was investigated in continuous speech
only. This measure uses linear predictive coding and inverse
filtering for the decomposition of speech samples into signal
!i.e., waveform of the original signal" and noise !i.e., wave-
form of the signal with a typically random Gaussian distri-
bution after removal of resonance-based and voice-based
patterns". The ratio between the average root-mean-square
amplitudes of the signal and the noise components can then
be computed to quantify the acoustic properties of disordered
voices !Qi et al., 1999". Combining the independent results
of Qi et al. !1999" and Eadie and Doyle !2005" leads to a
homogeneous rw=0.69 !k=2", which is promising. This mea-
sure was also examined in the studies of Parsa and Jamieson
!2001". Although not as robust as pitch amplitude and spec-
tral flatness of residue signal, signal-to-noise ratio from Qi
demonstrated acceptable diagnostic precision !distinguishing
normophonic from dysphonic individuals" in both sustained
vowels !area under ROC curve: 0.945; classification rate:
81.6%" and continuous speech !area under ROC curve:
0.903; classification rate: 79.6%". In summary, measures and
algorithms based on inverse filtering and linear prediction
modeling appear to be very promising and useful in clinical
settings, where patients present with heterogeneous voice
qualities and severities.

The meta-analysis outcome for the fifth and sixth mea-
sures, the cepstral markers of cepstral peak prominence and
smoothed cepstral peak prominence, can be summarized as
follows. To obtain these two measures, one constructs a cep-
strum !i.e., a log power spectrum of a log power spectrum,
resulting in a graph with “quefrency” on the abscissa and
“cepstral magnitude” on the ordinate". The highest cepstral
peak is identified between the minimally and maximally ex-
pected fundamental period, and a linear regression line is
drawn, which relates quefrency to cepstral magnitude. The
difference in amplitude between this cepstral peak and the
corresponding value on the linear regression line exactly be-
low the peak determines the cepstral peak prominence. Av-
eraging !i.e., smoothing" of the cepstrum across time and
across quefrency results in a smoothed cepstrum, and the
difference between the highest peak and the corresponding
value on the regression line in the smoothed cepstrum is
called the smoothed cepstral peak prominence. The rationale
behind these measures is that the more periodic a voice sig-
nal is, the more it displays a well-defined harmonic configu-
ration in the spectrum, and, consequently, the more the cep-
stral peak will be prominent !Hillenbrand and Houde, 1996".
For cepstral peak prominence on sustained vowels, meta-
analysis of the Wolfe and Martin !1997", the Wolfe et al.
!2000", and the Halberstam !2004" results yields a homoge-
neous rw of 0.50 !k=3". On continuous speech, however,
meta-analysis on the findings of Halberstam !2004" and
Eadie and Baylor !2006" results in rw=0.88 !k=2". Heman-
Ackah et al. !2002", Halberstam !2004", and Eadie and
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Doyle !2005" investigated smoothed cepstral peak promi-
nence applied on sustained vowels. Meta-analysis of these
three independent studies results in rw=0.63 !k=3". Further-
more, Heman-Ackah et al. !2002" and Halberstam !2004"
also provided correlation coefficients for continuous speech,
which results in a homogeneous rw=0.88 !k=2" after meta-
analysis. In summary, on the basis of this meta-analysis, the
two cepstral measures, and smoothed cepstral peak promi-
nence, in particular, can be viewed as potentially the most
accurate acoustic algorithms or single correlates of overall
voice quality. Additional evidence for the validity of cepstral
measures can be found in Hillenbrand and Houde !1996",
who found that cepstral peak prominence was among the
most robust correlates of breathiness in sustained vowels as
well as in continuous speech. Other studies confirming this
conclusion were conducted by de Krom !1993", who stated
that cepstrum-based harmonics-to-noise ratio was a strong
marker of both roughness and breathiness in sustained vow-
els. Dejonckere and Wieneke !1996" found a correlation of
0.80 between overall severity of hoarseness and the ampli-
tude of highest rahmonic !also known as cepstral peak mag-
nitude". The magnitude of this correlation far exceeded the
correlation of the other acoustic measures in their study !jit-
ter ratio, relative noise level above 6 kHz, and mean har-
monic emergence between 0.5 and 1.5 kHz". In a later study
using factor analysis, Dejonckere !1998" reported that ceps-
tral peak magnitude is negatively affected by irregularity in
vocal fold vibration as well as by excessive glottal air leak-
age, bolstering the assertion that cepstral peak magnitude is
sensitive to aspects that potentially contribute to overall dys-
phonia severity. Heman-Ackah et al. !2003" investigated the
diagnostic validity of smoothed cepstral peak prominence on
sustained vowels and continuous speech and of amplitude
perturbation quotient, percent jitter, noise-to-harmonics ratio
from MDVP, relative average perturbation, and smoothed
pitch perturbation quotient on sustained vowels only. They
concluded that the smoothed cepstral peak prominence mea-
sures are good correlates of dysphonia and that, on average,
smoothed cepstral peak prominence on continuous speech
performed better on measures of diagnostic precision such as
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative
predictive value, as compared to traditional time-based mea-
sures of perturbation. They concluded that smoothed cepstral
peak prominence “are reliable measures that should become
routine in objective voice analysis” !p. 332". Finally, Awan
and Roy !2006" conducted a study in which they used a
cepstral measure they called expected cepstral peak promi-
nence in a multiple regression procedure. This measure ac-
tually is the ratio of the cepstral peak prominence to the
expected amplitude of the cepstral peak based on linear re-
gression. It is very similar to the cepstral peak prominence
measure described by Hillenbrand and Houde !1996". Awan
and Roy !2006" indicated that expected cepstral peak promi-
nence “may be the most significant component” !p. 44" con-
tributing to their four-factor model for measuring dysphonia
severity. Collectively, measures derived from the cepstrum
!such as cepstral peak prominence and smoothed cepstral
peak prominence" can be used in sustained vowel as well as
continuous speech samples because they do not rely on ac-

curate fundamental period detection !Hillenbrand and
Houde, 1996; Heman-Ackah et al., 2003", and they can be
easily implemented in clinical settings.

From the discussion above it is apparent that four of
these six most promising acoustic measures share one inter-
esting feature, i.e., they all measure what might be called
“periodicity prominence.” Cepstral peak prominence and
smoothed cepstral peak prominence are two very similar
measures initially introduced for pitch detection in speech
signals via the cepstral method, and pitch amplitude and
Pearson r at autocorrelation peak are two similar measures
frequently applied for pitch determination via the autocorre-
lation function. Both the quefrency of the first rahmonic and
the lag time of the highest autocorrelation peak within a
specific analysis window correspond with the fundamental
frequency; and, the height of these cepstral and autocorrela-
tion peaks is related to the prominence of the fundamental
frequency !i.e., periodicity" in the voice signal !Hillenbrand
et al., 1994". Based on the outcome of the present meta-
analysis, it thus can be assumed that overall voice quality
and dysphonia severity are mainly determined by periodicity
dominance, and that factors attenuating periodicity of the
voice signal also contribute to the perception of increased
dysphonia. Furthermore, it is important to note that there are
many other measures of periodicity prominence available to
clinicians, such as the ubiquitous pitch and amplitude pertur-
bation measures often generated automatically by most com-
mercially available signal processing software. However, the
important advantage of these four measures over the com-
monly used voice perturbation measures resides in their
methods to assess periodicity, namely, they do not demand
cycle boundary identification for fundamental frequency de-
tection in the time-domain.

In addition to these six k%1 measures with rw"0.60,
there were many k=1 measures. However, because a high
correlation in one study can be offset by a low correlation in
another study !and vice versa", caution is warranted when
interpreting the outcome of a solitary r, and this applies to all
acoustic measures with k=1 !e.g., r=0.93 for normalized
mean absolute period shimmer on sustained vowels or r
=0.26 for frequency-domain harmonics-to-noise ratio on
continuous speech". Without further confirmation, replica-
tion, or evidence rejecting the presented r-values, it is diffi-
cult to place these results in context, and impossible to draw
firm conclusions regarding these k=1 measures at this point
in time.

Interestingly, the measures that were investigated most
often !with k"5" were the perturbation measures !amplitude
perturbation quotient, percent jitter, percent shimmer, and
relative average perturbation", the noise measure noise-to-
harmonics ratio from MDVP, and voice range profile mea-
sure phonatory fundamental frequency range !see Table V".
Except for the phonatory fundamental frequency range, these
time-domain perturbation measures also appeared to be most
frequently used in voice clinics !De Bodt, 1997". Percent
jitter is a measure of fundamental frequency or period per-
turbation. It measures the mean difference in fundamental
frequency of adjacent periods relative to the mean fundamen-
tal frequency of all periods in the voice recording !Buder,
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2000". Relative average perturbation is also a measure of
fundamental frequency perturbation. This measure is similar
to percent jitter, but uses a moving three-point smoothing
and normalization to average the period before computing
the mean deviation in period relative to the mean period of
all periods !Buder, 2000". Percent shimmer, another measure
similar to percent jitter, measures amplitude perturbations by
computing the mean deviation in amplitude between adjacent
cycles relative to the mean amplitude of all cycles !Buder,
2000". Amplitude perturbation quotient is another amplitude
perturbation measure, but instead of working with adjacent
cycles as percent shimmer, it first averages the amplitude of
a moving number !i.e., an odd integer greater than 1" of
successive cycles before calculating the mean deviation in
amplitude between cycle groups relative to the mean ampli-
tude of all cycles !Buder, 2000". These perturbation measures
are traditionally linked to the measurement of irregular voice
fold vibrations. The noise-to-harmonics ratio from MDVP is
a spectral measure that computes the ratio of the between-
harmonic spectral magnitudes in the range from 1500 to
4500 Hz to the harmonic spectral magnitudes in the range
from 70 to 4500 Hz !Buder, 2000". This measure is classi-
cally associated with measurements of additive noise at the
level of the glottis. The phonatory fundamental frequency
range in the voice range profile is one of the measures of the
dispersion of the fundamental frequency and consists of sub-
tracting the lowest from the highest possible fundamental
frequency !Buder, 2000". According to De Bodt !1997", who
reviewed literature between 1991 and 1995, these are the
most frequently mentioned measures in voice literature !ex-
cept for F0 and amplitude measures". Yet, on sustained vow-
els, these measures did not yield rw"0.60. Regarding jitter,
meta-analysis yielded homogeneous rw of 0.47, 0.49, 0.52,
and 0.52 for absolute jitter, percent jitter, relative average
perturbation, and pitch perturbation quotient, respectively.
Absolute jitter is the mean of the differences between the
period and the fundamental frequency of adjacent cycles
!Buder, 2000". Pitch perturbation quotient is the same as
relative average perturbation, but with a smoothing factor of
5 cycles !Buder, 2000". Similarly, the meta-analysis for
shimmer resulted in a homogeneous rw of 0.45 for shimmer
in decibel and amplitude perturbation quotient, and a hetero-
geneous rw of 0.52 for percent shimmer. Regarding noise-to-
harmonics ratio from MDVP, the measure most frequently
encountered, a heterogeneous rw of 0.45 was found. On con-
tinuous speech, there was a solitary correlation of 0.62 and
0.75 for percent shimmer and relative average perturbation,
and 0.37 and 0.13 for phonatory fundamental frequency
range and noise-to-harmonics ratio from MDVP, respec-
tively. Measures related to the voice range profile yielded a
rw of maximally 0.43. In general, the results of this meta-
analysis confirm the apparent inferiority of perturbation mea-
sures as compared to other measures that do not depend on
accurate identification of cycle boundaries. This conclusion
supports the findings of Parsa and Jamieson !2001", and is
confirmed by Kreiman and Gerratt !2005", who concluded
that “the associations between jitter, shimmer, and perceived
voice quality are not sufficiently explanatory to justify con-
tinued reliance on jitter and shimmer as indices of voice

quality” !p. 2209". As mentioned previously, F0 and ampli-
tude perturbation measures are especially susceptible for the
influence of type of microphone and microphone location
relative to the sound source, type of hardware, processing
algorithms, measurement algorithms, and software settings
such as sampling rate and fundamental period extraction.
Furthermore, F0 and amplitude perturbation measures are not
sensitive to differences in glottal waveform shape and addi-
tive glottal noise, and appear only reliable in nearly periodic
voice signals !Titze, 1995; Parsa and Jamieson, 2001".

This meta-analysis, combined with previous studies,
seems to confirm that measures that do not rely on the ex-
traction of the fundamental period in their calculation such as
smoothed cepstral peak prominence, Pearson r at autocorre-
lation peak, and pitch amplitude produce stronger relation-
ships with perceptual judgments of overall severity of dys-
phonia in sustained vowels as well as continuous speech, and
deserve further attention in clinical circles !Hillenbrand and
Houde, 1996; Parsa and Jamieson, 2001".

A. Caveats and limitations

There are several limitations regarding the present meta-
analysis that not only restrict the generalizability of the find-
ings, but also provide a direction for future research. It is
important to acknowledge that current acoustic measures
might not be sensitive measures of perceived voice quality
because of limitations of their algorithms and the theoretical
models on which they are based. First, this meta-analysis
concentrated on the relationship between acoustic markers
and overall voice quality. Additional meta-analytic research
is needed to address the relationship between acoustic mea-
sures and specific vocal quality attributes, such as breathi-
ness and roughness. Meta-analytic techniques may improve
the resolution regarding which acoustic measures best track
these specific voice qualities.

Second, the present meta-analysis was restricted to re-
ports and findings based on correlation coefficients. Beyond
the 69 acoustic measures on sustained vowels and the 26
measures on continuous speech, other acoustic measures
have been discussed in literature. But because correlation
coefficients were not available for these measures, the value
of these markers in voice quality measurement and their rela-
tive validity in comparison to the aforementioned markers
remains unclear. Future meta-analyses should potentially ex-
plore other effect size measures, aside from the correlation
coefficient, to investigate the validity of these acoustic mark-
ers.

Third, overall voice quality can be investigated with
measures other than acoustic measures. For example, certain
aerodynamic measures could also be worth exploring within
this context, and thus meta-analysis investigating the asso-
ciation between aerodynamic measures and perceptual voice
quality measurement is recommended.

Fourth, the interpretation of the findings of the present
meta-analysis is complicated by variability related to differ-
ent data acquisition systems. While the influence of factors
such as microphone type and placement, environmental
noise, software, etc., on the outcomes of perturbation mea-
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sures has already been investigated, the impact of these fac-
tors on other measures such as cepstral peak prominence and
pitch amplitude remains unclear. Additional exploration of
the impact of data acquisition systems and environments on
the outcomes of these measures is warranted.

Fifth, the relationship between the auditory-perceptual
rating and the acoustic measurement of overall voice quality
relies greatly on the rationale and algorithm underlying the
acoustic measure. However, as previously discussed, unreli-
ability of listener ratings introduces perceptual noise and
consequently tends to handicap the acoustic !or other" mea-
surement of voice quality. While suggestions to improve
rater reliability exist !e.g., Kreiman and Gerratt, 2000b;
Eadie and Doyle, 2002; Bele, 2005; Eadie and Baylor, 2006;
Yiu et al., 2007; Kreiman et al., 2007" few studies have
estimated the true !absolute" impact of listener unreliability
on the correlation between perception and acoustic measures.
Furthermore, there is no universal standard distinguishing an
acceptable from an unacceptable reliability estimate. Future
research should address the criteria used to determine what
precisely constitutes an acceptable level of listener reliability,
and the impact of such criteria on the validation of acoustic
voice quality measures.

Sixth, an important caveat is related to the low number
of correlation coefficients !i.e., the k statistic" available for
many of the acoustic measures in this meta-analysis. Because
of k=1, no weighted average correlation coefficient could be
calculated for 33 of the measures on sustained vowels
!47.8%" and for 23 of the measures on continuous speech
!88.5%". However, as long as the extant literature lacks cor-
roborating evidence from multiple, independent correlational
studies, no firm conclusions can be made regarding this very
diverse and idiosyncratic set of k=1 acoustic measures. Al-
though impressive correlations with dysphonia severity have
been reported for some of these k=1 measures in sustained
vowels !e.g., r=0.88 for normalized noise energy" as well as
continuous speech !e.g., r=0.75 for relative average pertur-
bation", equally poor correlations have been reported for oth-
ers, such as r=0.01 for soft phonation index for sustained
vowels, and r=0.01 for perturbation magnitude for con-
nected speech. There were also several k%1 measures with
restricted interpretative value, because although multiple
r-values were reported, they were derived from the same
study report. For instance, the two correlations on which the
meta-analyses on Pearson r at autocorrelation peak !Wolfe
et al., 2000" and spectral flatness of residue signal !Prosek
et al., 1987" were based actually originated from the single
studies of Wolfe et al. !2000" and Prosek et al. !1987", re-
spectively. Furthermore, two of the three effect sizes in the
meta-analysis on pitch amplitude also originated from the
single study of Prosek et al. !1987". Because these are not
replications per se, the generalizability of the meta-analytic
evidence for these three measures is also limited. Therefore,
like the k=1 scenario, further research/replication is also
needed to corroborate the performance of these three acous-
tic measures.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The above-stated limitations notwithstanding, measures
for which the meta-analysis resulted in a homogeneous rw of
at least 0.60, are Pearson r at autocorrelation peak, pitch
amplitude, spectral flatness of residue signal, and smoothed
cepstral peak prominence on sustained vowels; and signal-
to-noise ratio from Qi, cepstral peak prominence, and
smoothed cepstral peak prominence on continuous speech.
However, only the smoothed cepstral peak prominence with-
standed all criteria demanded by this meta-analytic approach:
multiple r-values, derived from multiple study reports, lead-
ing to homogeneous rw"0.60 in both sustained vowels and
continuous speech. This cepstral metric thus can be regarded
as the most promising and perhaps robust acoustic measure
of dysphonia severity. Tables IV and V present a hierarchy of
the numerous outcomes of acoustic markers measuring over-
all voice quality, but the reader is directed to the height of r
or rw as a quantity-based overview of the domain of acoustic
voice quality measurement. Furthermore, the tables show the
relative position of a given acoustic measure according to its
concurrent validity as a measure of overall voice quality. In
this regard, the present meta-analysis was able to effectively
distil an extremely large number of potential acoustic mea-
sures to a subset of strong independent variables. This should
be particularly informative for voice practitioners in clinical
settings who are faced with software packages that automati-
cally generate a daunting number of acoustic measures os-
tensibly aimed to quantify dysphonia severity and track
voice change following intervention. The present meta-
analysis confirmed that not all acoustic measures are created
equal with respect to these clinical goals.
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